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PROSOPOMORPHIC VESSELS FROM MOESIA SUPERIOR

Abstract: The prosopomorphic vessels from Moesia Superior had the form of beakers varying in outline but similar in size. They were wheel-thrown, mould-made or manufactured by using a combination of wheel-throwing and mould-made appliqués. Given that face vessels are considerably scarcer than other kinds of pottery, more than fifty finds from Moesia Superior make an enviable collection. In this and other provinces face vessels have been recovered from military camps, civilian settlements and necropolises, which suggests that they served more than one purpose. It is generally accepted that the faces-masks gave a protective role to the vessels, be it to protect the deceased or the family, their house and possessions. More than forty of all known finds from Moesia Superior come from Viminacium, a half of that number from necropolises. Although tangible evidence is lacking, there must have been several local workshops producing face vessels. The number and technological characteristics of the discovered vessels suggest that one of the workshops is likely to have been at Viminacium, an important pottery-making centre in the second and third centuries.
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The main characteristic of prosopomorphic vessels is that they display a human face or basic facial features: the eyes, eyebrows, nose and mouth, quite often also a beard, hair and ears.1 Faces begin to occur on vessels as early as prehistory, more precisely the Late Neolithic,2 and continue until the end of the Roman period. Roman face vessels occur over a long span of time – from the first to the beginning of the fifth century – in almost all provinces of the Empire, and have been recovered from military camps, civilian settlements and cemeteries as well as from graves, where they often functioned as burial urns.3 These curious vessels show various shapes, manufacturing techniques and sizes, but are considerably less frequent than most Roman forms.

1 For objective reasons the vessels discovered in present-day FYR Macedonia have not been included in here.
2 The term “face” is used here to denote both naturalistically rendered and mask-like human faces.
3 Jovanović 1975, 26.

* The article results from the project: Urbanization and Transformation of the City Centers of Civil, Military and Residential Character in the Region of the Roman Provinces Moesia, Pannonia, Dalmatia (no 147001), and Applying of the geophysical methods, GIS, GPR, GPS and new technologies in investigation of the Roman city and military camp of Viminacium (no 147010), funded by the Ministry of Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
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An extensive study on the “vessels with a face” by G. Braithwaite discusses the examples found in Italy and other western provinces of the Empire from pre-Roman times to the fourth century, grouped according to the place and date of origin. Braithwaite has drawn up a typology of such vessels and conducted a detailed analysis of the faces in the attempt to establish whom they represented and what the purpose of the vessels was. Due to difficulties in accessing the material from the former Yugoslavia, the resulting picture of their frequency and distribution does not fully match reality. Namely, Braithwaite has analyzed and typologically attributed the vessels from Viminacium, Azanja, Guberevac, Taliata and Margum but, with the exception of Guberevac which is represented by two vessels, the other sites have each been represented by a single example.

The aim of our paper is to make some additions to that picture, mostly by presenting heretofore unpublished finds, as well as to propose some corrections.

The sites in Moesia Superior have yielded some fifty complete or fragmentarily preserved prosopomorphic vessels. Most come from the explored section of Viminacium (about forty), followed by Ulpiana, Diana and Guberevac, while Singidunum, Margum, Taliata and Azanja have each yielded one example (fig. 1). Rather than classifying the vessels by shape or type, which is common practice in pottery studies, we have chosen to classify them by mode of manufacture, which has produced three groups: wheel-thrown, manufactured by using a combination of wheel-throwing and mould-made appliqués, and mould-made.

**Wheel-thrown vessels** (Cat. 1–30) are more than thirty, thus constituting the largest group. Facial features are plastic or, much more infrequently, executed with incising or puncturing tools. The face vessels found in Moesia Superior have the form of beakers of varying shapes but similar sizes. The body is oval, ovoid or globular, the rim more or less outward-turned, seldom grooved or band-profiled, and the base has the form of a foot, ring or flat. Most have no handles, four are single-handled and one is two-handled. The basic shapes shown by this group of prosopomorphic vessels are commonly found in the pottery assemblages of both Viminacium and Singidunum, as well as on other Moesian sites. The exceptions are the vessels under catalogue numbers 15 and 16, for which no direct analogies have been found, and 7 and 8, whose original shape cannot be reconstructed from the surviving body fragments, but they obviously do not belong to the commonly found shapes. Also distinguished from...
the rest by its globular shape and decoration technique is a beaker from Diana (Cat. 18) whose height is equal to its width. Judging by the complete vessels, they were between 9cm and 12cm in height, rarely higher (Cat. 11) or lower (Cat. 17). Most vessels are made from well- to finely-sifted clay. In only five cases (four from Viminacium and one from Diana) the fabric contains an amount of fine-grained sand, and in one, fossil mollusc shells (Ulpiana). Most are fired to a shade of red and have surfaces coated with a red slip or varnish, rarely untreated or roughly smoothed, while seven are fired to grey, and show grey-slipped or untreated surfaces.

Facial features are shown on the front side of the vessels, and are usually applied, but can also be incised or punctured, often ineptly, sometimes utterly schematically. The nose, mouth, beard and ears (glued to the face, rarely pinched out) are invariably plastic. The eyes are usually plastic, round or coffee bean-shaped, rarely almond-shaped, but they can also take the form of thin incised circles. The pupils are punctured or incised, protruding or in the form of shallow depressions. In some cases, the eyelashes, eyebrows and beard are rendered by incisions or by fingernail- or tool-made impressions. The face is mask-like and in some cases occupies a half or a third of the front side of the vessel just below the rim. Five vessels have their backsides decorated or incised. Cat. 4 from a grave in the eastern necropolis of Viminacium bears a thinly incised two-line inscription below the rim: AVRIMI(?)/IVLVALEC. S. Ferjančič has proposed the following reading: AVR(elius)IMI(?)/IVL(ius)VALES. The letter S has the form of the Greek sigma, but a cognomen beginning with Imi has not been found.10 This is the only known prosopomorphic vessel from Moesia Superior with an inscription, and inscribed vessels are generally scarce: a larger-sized two-faced and beard are depicted but, unlike our examples, usually form the backside of thin incised circles. The papyri are incised or punctured, protruding or in the form of shallow depressions. In some cases, the eyelashes, eyebrows and beard are rendered by incisions or by fingernail- or tool-made impressions. The face is mask-like and in some cases occupies a half or a third of the front side of the vessel just below the rim. Five vessels have their backsides decorated or incised. Cat. 4 from a grave in the eastern necropolis of Viminacium bears a thinly incised two-line inscription below the rim: AVRIMI(?)/IVLVALEC. S. Ferjančič has proposed the following reading: AVR(elius)IMI(?)/IVL(ius)VALES. The letter S has the form of the Greek sigma, but a cognomen beginning with Imi has not been found.10 This is the only known prosopomorphic vessel from Moesia Superior with an inscription, and inscribed vessels are generally scarce: a larger-sized two-faced and two-handled vessel bearing a partially surviving inscription, (RAT?)ARIOR, has been discovered in the Moesia Inferior (Frankfurt–Zeilsheim).11 Cat. 13, recovered from the settlement horizon at Viminacium, shows a plastic phallus on the backside. Viminacium, mostly its southern necropolis, has yielded a few more vessels with phallices, but given that only their smaller body fragments have survived, it may only be assumed that the sherds belonged to prosopomorphic vessels. Phallices are not a rare occurrence on such vessels, and they have been recorded both in Moesia Inferior12 and in the Rhineland.13 Often two or more phallices are depicted but, unlike our examples, usually forming part of the face and playing an apotropaic role.14

The backside of Cat. 11, the high-footed beaker from Azanja, shows zigzag lines executed with a blunt tool and two shorter vertical lines between them, while Cat. 18 from Diana-Zanes shows two ear-to-ear wavy lines between parallel horizontal lines. The Azanja vessel is quite similar to Cat. 12 from Viminacium, of which a rim, body and handle fragment has survived. The similarity relates to the shape, size and mode of manufacture as well as to the manner in which the face is rendered, especially the pellets evoking facial hair executed in the barbotine technique. Given that close analogies have been found neither in Moesia Superior nor in other provinces, it may only be assumed that this vessel had two handles, a tall foot and a decorated backside. Cat. 4 and 11 have pierced ears and the latter has a pierced nose as well. Judging by the size of the perforations, they were adorned with metal hoops. Cat. 16, an unusually shaped vessel, had pinched-out pierced pointed ears and is the only with just the nose root applied to the vessel. Judging by the size of the surviving perforation, ceramic earrings may have been pulled through them, but they may have also served for suspending the vessel. Prosopomorphic vessels with the ears, and not as frequently the nose, pierced for metal or ceramic earrings are most common in Italy, but they also occur in the Rhineland and Pannonia.15

On the Moesian sites this kind of vessels first appears in the late first and early second centuries and continues until the middle (end?) of the third century.

Vessels manufactured by using a combination of wheel-throwing and mould-made appliqués (Cat. 31–33) are only three. The technique consists in applying a mould-made face on a wheel-thrown vessel. All three vessels come from Viminacium and are made from well-sifted clay, two of them being fired to red, one to grey. Given that vessels identical to one another have not been registered, two vessels discovered in the southern necropolis (Cat. 31 and 32) stand apart. Although only fragments of their bodies have survived, it is obvious that the same mould was used. They differ in the colour of firing and coating, and in finishing

---

10 We are thankful to S. Ferjančič for the proposed reading.
11 Braithwaite 2007, 109, Pl. D30. 122, Fig. D15A; it was recovered from a cremation burial and dated to the mid 2nd century.
12 Митова-Джонова 1972, обр. 3а, 4.
13 Gose 1950, T. 51/522 and 52/528; Bakker 1975, 280, 1a; Mittag 2000, 189, Abb. 1.
14 On representations of the phallus recorded in the archaeological material (examples from Viminacium) and their symbolism, see Spasić 2008, 121–174.
15 Braithwaite 2007, Figs. C3.2,3,5,6; C6.2–4; C11.1; C7.2; D13.2; H2.5.
details of the face and hair. Technologically, they are similar to the products of the local *terra sigillata* workshop Viminacium–Margum (“softer” fabric, fired to orange-red, rarely grey). The third vessel (Cat. 33) comes from the settlement horizon, also dated to a period between the mid second and mid third centuries. The relief surface being damaged, only recognizable are the hair, nose and prominent cheeks. Subjective observation of the fabric and colour of firing, and the surface treatment, which are commonly encountered in the second- and third-century ceramic assemblage at Viminacium, suggests that all three vessels were produced in this pottery-making centre.

G. Braithwaite lists a few groups of vessels made by using the combined technique: those of the flagon type with the face attached to a narrow neck (cup-necked face flagon or Rhineland face flagon), those she terms mask vases or beakers, characteristic of central Gaul, and those larger-sized, the so-called “planetary vases”, with narrow necks and bases, and swollen globular bodies onto which several busts are applied — hence yet another term for them “bust vases” — occurring in the quite limited area of north-eastern Gaul. The shapes or sizes of our vessels cannot be presumed from the surviving body fragments, but they might have been similar to Braithwaite’s mask vase or beaker type.

**Vessels made in two-part moulds**, usually termed “head pots” because of their shape, can only conditionally be considered prosopomorphic. Same as the previous group, this one also consists of three finds, two of them from the southern necropolis of Viminacium (Cat. 34 and 35), and one from Singidunum (Cat. 36), retrieved from the top infill layer of the ditch in Knez Mihailova Street. They have the form of beakers, are made from well-sifted clay fired to shades of red, and show surfaces either painted in red and smoothed or coated with a dark brown varnish. The Singidunum vessel is the only of the three whose backside has survived, probably showing hair. Its fabric is “harder”, the walls are thinner and the coating more stable. All three show portrait traits, probably depicting characters associated with the cults for which they were intended. For example, those decorated with the motif of grapes and vines (Cat. 34 and 36) are likely to have been dedicated to the Dionysiac cult. The interior surfaces of the vessels bear the negative imprints of the mould, which suggests their non-utilitarian purpose or contradicts their everyday use. Cat. 34 is similar to the beakers found in the Black Sea area and presumably manufactured in a local centre (Olbia?) in the first century. All three come from the layers dated to a period between the mid second and mid third centuries.

Face vessels originated in the eastern Mediterranean, where they occur as early as the Bronze Age, and whence they spread during the Roman period to the western Mediterranean, North Africa and European provinces. The examples from Viminacium show some similarity to the abovementioned vessels from other regions, but our search for analogies for the Singidunum one has been in vain.

Among the prosopomorphic examples from Moesia Superior presented in here and previously published there obviously are no larger-sized ones (more than 20cm in height) such as found in great numbers in the western provinces of the Empire. The latter show shapes that look more like cooking and storage vessels (pots and *pithoi*) and can have up to three spouts and wavy rims. Apart from being used for storing, they were often used as cremation urns. All Moesian examples have the form of beakers or smaller pots 9–12cm high, similarly to those discovered in Pannonia Inferior, Dacia and Moesia Inferior. Most shapes are common in the pottery production of the Roman period, and beakers with identical or very similar outlines but with no faces occur not only in the ceramic assemblages of Viminacium and Singidunum, but also on other sites in Moesia Superior and in the neighbouring provinces.

So far two identical examples have been found neither in Moesia Superior nor in more remote regions, which suggests that such vessels were intended for a particular occasion rather than mass produced, and that their appearance depended on their purpose, but also on the inspiration and skill of their makers (fig. 2). The fact that they are found on necropolises and in graves as well as on military and civilian sites, suggests their multi-purpose use, which, however, remains insufficiently elucidated. It is generally accepted that a mask-like face gave the vessel a protective role, whether it be protecting the family and their house and possessions, the dead or the content of the vessel.

The number of vessels discovered on necropolises (usually 50% of the total number) substantiates their use in funerary rites, either during the meal, the funeral or the memorial banquet. The view appears

---

16 Bjelajac 1990, 144.
18 Braithwaite 2007, 440, Pl. 82.
19 Their association with the Dionysiac cult seems justified as well as the view that they show sileni and maenads, more or less skilfully depicted.
plausible that the vessels were used during the funeral and then laid, empty or with a content, in graves to protect the deceased in the afterlife.

The picture emerging from the finds from Moesia Superior is not essentially different from that encountered in other provinces. Of thirty-nine vessels, nineteen have been discovered on necropolises (on sacrificial sites and in graves). Of these nineteen, seventeen come from the southern and two from the northern necropolis of Viminacium. Of ten vessels recovered from graves, seven come from cremation burials (three from a single grave). Given that inhumation burials are nearly thrice as many as cremation burials, prosopomorphic vessels were obviously much more often used in cremation rites. The reason behind that phenomenon remains obscure and is yet another unknown surrounding this class of vessels. It should also be noted that none of the vessels recovered from graves functioned as a burial urn. Such urns were usually larger-sized, although the one found on the site of Ulpi Traiana and dated to the third quarter of the third century shows that this was not a rule: the urn containing the bones of a cremated child is 18cm in height.

Wheel-thrown vessels with applied facial features might have been used in everyday life too, as drinking vessels. This is supported by the vessels discovered on town sites round Vesuvius. They have been found among tavern utensils and were used for serving hot drinks. This, however, does not rule out their ceremonial use, regardless of whether such rites took place in public or private places. Mould-made vessels showing portrait traits might have been intended as votive offerings or used in religious rites and the imprints of the moulds on their interior surfaces indicate that they were not used as drinking vessels.

The vessels from Moesia Superior come from horizons and deposits dated to the late first or early second through the third century, with the highest frequency between the mid second and early third centuries. The oldest are the beaker from Diana (Cat. 18), the smaller fragment of a vessel from Viminacium (Cat. 26) and two vessels from Ulpiana (Cat. 28 and 29), all from deposits dated to the late first and early or

---

20 It should be reemphasized that this picture results from the fact that Viminacium has not been evenly explored. The necropolises are best investigated, while only smaller portions of the camp and the settlement have been excavated. Besides, the difference in the number of vessels between the two necropolises results from more than 10,000 graves being explored on the southern necropolis in contrast to about 700 on the northern one.

21 Mittag 2002, 193, Abb. 4.


23 Vikić 1971, 92.

24 The vessels have been dated by stratigraphic data and by other small finds from the layer or the grave.
first half of the second century. Judging by their technological characteristics (type of fabric and coating), the earliest pieces found their way to Moesia Superior as imports. Between the mid second and mid third centuries, as it appears from subjective observation of the Viminacium examples, there predominate beakers of local, Viminacium’s, craftsmanship. But even among them there are vessels produced in other centres, although at this point it cannot be specified in which. From the technological characteristics of two Ulpiana pieces, Cat. 28 and 30, it may be assumed that they come from the same centre, which also goes for Cat. 20 and 26 from Viminacium. Although only smaller fragments have survived, the eyes are recognizably almond-shaped, the fabric is hard and the colour of firing is grey. These are the only pieces with almond-shaped eyes found in Moesia Superior. Cat. 30 from Ulpiana differs from other Moesian finds in technology and style, and is the only whose fabric contains fossil mollusc shells. Its closest analogy appears to be a vessel from the site At-Vršac, assigned to the early Cimmerian period.25 It has been observed that the ceramic assemblage from Ulpiana includes many variously shaped vessels that are similar or identical in fabric (fossil mollusc shells). It should also be noted that a larger area with fossil remains of mollusc shells visible in the topsoil has been registered on a hill in the immediate vicinity of Ulpiana.

Just as most sites that have yielded face vessels are near rivers, so the Upper Moesian sites, with the exception of Azanja and Ulpiana, are near the Danube. The earliest prosopomorphic vessels apparently were brought by Roman soldiers and itinerant traders from northern Italy in the late first and early second centuries. Already in the mid second century they began to be produced in local pottery-making centres and, as far as is known, their production (and use?) in Moesia Superior ceased towards the end of the third century, though in some provinces it continued until the end of the fourth century.

Larger pottery-making centres where face vessels could have been produced and further distributed have not been attested, but *terra sigillata* centres have often been suggested, especially with reference to mould-made pieces. There is no tangible evidence, but there apparently have been local potteries producing face vessels. For the neighbouring provinces several centres active in the second and early third centuries have been proposed. In Pannonia Inferior, a centre at Mursa has been presumed based on the quality of the clay, careful craftsmanship and originality of certain forms.26 A Dacian example is the ceramic workshop of Micasasa where, in addition to pottery kilns, a sizeable dump of both luxury and common pottery, including two prosopomorphic vessels, has been found.27 Olbia has been suggested as a possible centre on the northern Black Sea coast.28 It is our view that at Viminacium – an important pottery-making centre where a complex of pottery workshops and brickyards has been discovered,29 and where *terra sigillata*30 and ceramic lamps production31 has been attested – face vessels were manufactured as well. In addition to the technological characteristics of most vessels, this view is corroborated by the fact that this site has yielded more than 80% of all prosopomorphic vessels discovered in Moesia Superior. Any concrete conclusion concerning issues such as the production, distribution, frequency or date of the finds from Moesia Superior requires detailed examination of the ceramic assemblages from all excavated sites. Prosopomorphic vessels have not been found among the examined ceramics from *Naissus* (excavations within the fortress of Niš), nor are there any at *Mediana* (Niš). According to personal sources, none have been found in the examined ceramic assemblages from the sites of *Horreum Margi* (Ćuprija), *Castra Novae* (Čezava), *Smorna* (Boljetin), *Transdierna* (Tekija) and Saldum,32 but even though such vessels were not produced in great numbers it is not very likely that none are to be expected on other Roman sites.

**CATALOGUE**

A total of 35 pieces have been catalogued.33 They have been dated by the context of find, by the associated small finds, mostly coins and pottery, as well as by stratigraphic data, while the colour of firing, for the accessible pieces, has been established according to the Munsell colour charts.34

---

25 Jovanović 1975, 26–27, T. IV.
26 Brukner 1981, 36.
27 Mitrofan 1991, fig. 12.
28 Braithwaite 2007, 440.
30 Bjelajac 1990, 143–147.
32 We would like to thank Dr Miloje Vasić, Dr Radmila Zotović, Dr Sofija Petković and Gordana Jeremić M. A. for the information.
33 Apart from the already published finds from Veliki Gradac, Guberevac and Margum (Veščković-Todorović 1969, 135, T. LII; Kordić and Zotović 1978, 238, kat. 182; Braithwaite 2007, 214, Fig. H3.3; 215, H3.5; 217, Pl. H10, Fig. H4.5, H5.3; 222, Pl. H18, Fig. H11; 225, Fig. H11.5), the catalogue does not include vessels too fragmentarily preserved to permit any analysis.
34 Munsell 1975.
1. Almost complete beaker, well-sifted clay fired to red, surface red-slipped. Below vertical rim, plastic eyes with eyebrows, nose and mouth; one ear on either side; eyebrows punctured. Findspot: Viminacium, Pećine, 1987, G-5133, C: 12352 (Plate I/1). Date: Mid-2nd – mid-3rd century. ***Dated by the stratigraphic data, as it was the only find in a burial pit.

2. Almost complete one-handled beaker made from clay with fine-grained sand, fired to buff red (5YR 7/6), surface untreated. Below prominent shoulder, plastic eyes, nose, both ears and sharply pinched-out beard; eyebrows, moustaches and beard rendered by oblique incisions. “Folded” depression on the body round the handle. Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja 1984, Sondage 52, sunken pit, C: 2355 (Plate I/2). Date: Mid-2nd – mid-3rd century. Published by Zotović and Jordović 1990, 13, fig. 5; Braithwaite 2007, Fig. H3, DAN type 8, no. 5. ***Discovered in a sunken pit below the sacrificial site level and above the layer of burials, and dated to the mid 2nd – beginning of 3rd century.

3. Almost complete beaker, well-sifted clay fired to red (5YR 7/6), red-slipped surface. Plastic eyebrows, nose, beard and ears; eyes and pupils rendered by thinly incised circular lines; eyebrows and beard accentuated by wider incisions. Findspot: Viminacium, Pećine, 1989, S. 426, sacrificial site 1, A: 1524a (Plate I/3). Date: Mid-2nd – mid-3rd century.

4. Almost complete beaker (rim missing), well-sifted clay fired to red (7.5YR 7/6), red-slipped surface. Plastic eyes with eyebrows, nose, mouth, beard and ears; eyebrows accentuated by thin incisions, ears pinched out, asymmetrically set and pierced. On the opposite side, just below the rim, two-line inscription incised after firing: AVRIMI(?)/IVLVALEC. Findspot: Viminacium, Pirivoj, 2006, S. 22, G1-60, C: 977 (Plate I/4). Date: 2nd century. ***Discovered in a cremation grave in association with another two vessels of the kind (Cat. 7 and 8). Dated by the associated grave goods and stratigraphic context.

5. Rim, body, base and handle fragments of a goblet, well-sifted clay fired to red (5YR 6/6), brown-red-slipped surface. Preserved plastic left eye, ear and nose. Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1985, S. 149, G1-1348, C: 9177 (Plate II/5). Date: Turn of the 2nd and 3rd centuries.

6. Rim and body fragments of a pot, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 5/8), surface untreated. Plastic eyes with eyebrows, nose, mouth, beard and ears; eyebrows and beard accentuated by using a pointed tool. Findspot: Viminacium, Pećine 1983, S. 334, G1-719, C: 7864 (Plate II/6). ***Discovered in a cremation grave in association with another two vessels of the kind (Cat. 7 and 8). Dated by the associated grave goods and stratigraphic context.

7. Body fragment of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 6/8), red-varnished surface. Plastic right eye with eyebrow, nose and ear; eyebrow and beard accentuated by incisions. Findspot: Viminacium, Pećine, 1983, S. 334, G1-719, C: 7864a (Plate II/7). Date: Turn of the 2nd and 3r2nd centuries.

8. Body fragment of a vessel made from clay containing fine-grained sand, fired to red (2.5YR 6/8), surface untreated. Preserved plastic left eye with eyebrow, ear and nose; eyebrow and beard accentuated by incisions. Findspot: Viminacium, Pećine, 1983, S. 334, G1-719, C: 7864b (Plate II/8). Date: Turn of the 2nd and 3rd centuries.


10. Rim and body fragment of a goblet, well-sifted clay fired to red (5YR 7/6), red-slipped surface. Below the rim, eyes with eyebrows and nose; eyelashes and eyebrows accentuated by oblique incisions; pupils punctured. Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1984, S. 57/58, C: 3859 (Plate II/10). Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.

11. Whole two-handled high-footed beaker, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 6/8),35 red-slipped surface. Plastic eye rims and pupils, nose, mouth and ears; face spotted with irregularly-shaped pellets, probably in imitation of facial hair; nose and both ears pierced.

---

35 The colour of firing for Cat. 11 and 18 has been determined after conservation and therefore cannot be taken as reliable.
Findspot: Azanja, Dobri Do, 1966, No 4018/III.\(^{36}\) (Plate III/11).
Date: Second half of the 2nd century – beginning of the 3rd?
Published by Braithwaite 2007, 217, DAN Type 12, Plate H10, Fig. H4.5.

12. Rim, body and handle fragment of a pot, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 6/8), red-slipped surface. Preserved plastic right eye rims and pupil, left eye partially, nose, mouth partially, and right ear; face spotted with irregularly-shaped pellets, probably in imitation of facial hair.
Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1974, K: 58 (Plate III/12).
Date: 2nd – mid-3rd century.

13. Rim and body fragments of a vessel, well-sifted clay with a quartz content, fired to grey (5YR 5/1), surface untreated. On one side, plastic eyes with eyebrows, nose and left ear. On the opposite side, on upper body, a phallus set horizontally.
Date: 2nd century.
***The vessel is larger than is common for this kind of pottery and interesting because of the phallus depicted on the backside. It was discovered in the 2nd-century settlement horizon in association with smaller sherds of two vessels of unidentifiable shapes bearing unrecognizable appliqués.

14. Rim and body fragments of a beaker, well-sifted clay fired to grey (2.5YR 6/0), surface unevenly slip-coated. Preserved plastic eyes with eyebrows, mouth and left ear; eyebrows accentuated by vertical incisions, pupils by deep-incised lines; facial features executed awkwardly, set asymmetrically and shaped differently.
Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.
***Discovered within the complex of potteries, but the exact findspot remained unrecorded. Dated by the associated ceramic finds.

15. Rim, body, base and handle fragments of a beaker, fired to red. Plastic eyes, nose, mouth and ears.
Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1985, S. 152, G-1688, C: 9584 (Plate IV/15).
Date: 2nd century.
***Discovered in a grave in association with 2nd-century coins.

16. Rim and body fragment of a goblet, finely-sifted clay fired to light red (2.5YR 6/8). Plastic right eye and ear, and nose; ear pierced.
Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.

17. Body and base fragment of a goblet, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 6/8), surface untreated.
Date: Second half of the 2nd century.
***Dated by the associated grave offerings, ceramic vessels and a lamp.

18. Whole globular vessel made from clay containing a small amount of sand, fired to red (2.5YR 4/8).\(^{37}\) Plastic round eyes, nose, mouth, beard and ears; sharply-outlined right eye rim, and rounded left one; eyebrows, eyelashes and beard accentuated by oblique incisions.
Findspot: Diana-Zanes, 1992, S. 70, southeast intramural area, demolition layer, C-31 (Plate IV/18).
Date: 2nd century.
***Discovered in the demolition layer of the earlier fortress dated to the turn of the 2nd and 3rd centuries. Fragments of terra sigillata vessels of south-Italic provenance have also been found.

19. Body fragment of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 5/8), red-varnished surface. Preserved plastic left eye and nose; nostrils rendered by shallow depressions.
Findspot: Viminacium, Velika Kapija, 1979, S. XXI, C: 31 (Plate IV/19).
Date: 2nd century – mid-3rd century?

20. Body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to grey (7.5YR 6/0), black-slipped surface. Partially preserved plastic eyes and nose.
Findspot: Viminacium, Velika Kapija 1979, S. IX, C: 180 (Plate V/20).
Date: 2nd century – mid-3rd century?

Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1978, S. IX, Bloc 1, C: 911 (Plate V/21).
Date: First half of the 3rd century.
***Dated by the coin and ceramic finds from the layer.

36 The vessel was purchased for the National Museum in 1966 and entered into the inventory records under no. 4018/III. It was discovered 7km south of Azanja on the site known as “Mezul” between Dobri Do and Vlaški Do in association with a glass balsamarium and two coin hoards (2nd and 3rd centuries) deposited in the vessels. We would like to thank Dr Miloje Vasić for his detailed description of the context of find.

37 See note 34 above.
22. Body fragment of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to grey (2.5Y 7/0), grey-varnished surface. Preserved plastic right eye, partially left eye, eyebrows and nose; eyebrows accentuated by thin vertical incisions crossed with a long horizontal line.
Findspot: Viminacium, Amphitheatre, 2008, Sq. G/8 (SE corner), layer of yellow-brown earth\(^{38}\) (Plate V/22).
Date: 2nd century.

23. Rim and body fragment of a vessel fired to light brown (10YR 7/3), dark brown-slipped surface. Plastic left eye and eyebrow, nose and beard; eyebrow arched, accentuated by deep vertical incisions.
Findspot: Viminacium, Amphitheatre, 2008, Sq. F/3 (SE corner), layer of yellow-brown earth (Plate V/23).
Date: 2nd century.

24. Rim and body fragments of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to dark brown-red (2.5YR 6/6–5/8), surface untreated. Plastic left eyebrow and nose with damaged tip.
Findspot: Viminacium, Amphitheatre, 2008, Sq. F/3 (SE corner), layer of yellow-brown earth (Plate V/24).
Date: 2nd century.

25. Rim and body fragments of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to grey (2.5Y 7/0), grey-varnished surface. Preserved part of plastic eye and nose; eyebrow marked by incisions; pupil plastic.
Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.

26. Body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to grey (7.5YR 6/0), grey-varnished surface. Preserved part of plastic eye and nose; eyebrow marked by incisions; pupil plastic.
Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1985, S. 177, G1-1696, C: 11715 (Plate V/26).
Date: Turn of the 1st and 2nd centuries.

27. Rim, body and base fragment of a vessel, sifted clay fired to red (5YR 6–7/6). Plastic mouth, beard and ears; oblique lines on pinched-out beard.
Date: 2nd century.

28. Body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to red, red-slipped surface. Plastic left eye, nose with nostrils, mouth and beard; eyebrow rendered by irregularly patterned thin incisions.
Findspot: Ulpiana, North Gate, 1982, Sq. CD/7, excavation layer XII-XVI, A: 1574 (Plate V/28).
Date: First half of the 2nd century.

29. Body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to red, red-slipped surface. Left eye, with punctures above and plastic arch bearing short deep incisions beneath, nose and mouth plastic; eyebrow rendered by deep oblique incisions.
Findspot: Ulpiana, North Gate, 1982, Sq. F/7 (relat. depth 1.30–1.65m), A: 1810 (Plate V/29).
Date: First half of the 2nd century.

30. Rim and body fragment of a vessel made from clay containing fossil mollusc shells, fired to grey, surface untreated. Plastic eyes with accentuated pupils, and nose; eyebrows rendered by deep incisions.
Date: 2nd century.

31. Body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to red (5YR 6/8), surface red-slipped and smoothed. Wide face shows eyes with eyebrows, nose and mouth; forehead surmounted by two pine cones (grape clusters?).
Findspot: Viminacium, Pećine, 1983, S. 334, sacrificial site level, C: 9364 (Plate VI/31).
Date: Mid-2nd – mid-3rd century.

32. Body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to grey (5YR 5/1), surface grey-slipped and smoothed. Preserved eyes with eyebrows and part of nose; in the hair above forehead, two pine cones (grape clusters?).

38 The processing of the pottery recovered from the amphitheatre area being underway, the vessels have not yet been numerically designated.
Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.

**Comes from the same mould as Cat. 31, but is fired to grey and grey-painted. Dated by the associated ceramic finds.**

33. Body fragment of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 5/8), surface untreated. Preserved eyes, nose, prominent cheeks; lower face damaged.


Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.

**Discovered in the settlement horizon and dated by the stratigraphic context and other small finds.**

34. Rim, body, base and handle fragment of a goblet, finely-sifted clay fired to red (2.5YR 6/6), red-slipped surface. Preserved eyes with eyebrows, nose, mouth and prominent beard; hair adorned with vines and grapes.


Date: Second half of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century.

**Originally probably two-handled. Dated by the stratigraphic context and other ceramic finds.**

35. Rim and body fragment of a vessel, finely-sifted clay fired to red (10YR 7/1), surface red-slipped and smoothed. Preserved eyes with eyebrows, nose, mouth and wavy hair.

Findspot: Viminacium, Više Grobalja, 1984, S. 72, sacrificial site, C: 3267 (Plate VI/35).

Date: Mid-2nd – mid-3rd century.

36. Rim, body and handle fragment of a vessel, well-sifted clay fired to red (10R 5/8), dark brown-varnished surface. On one side, facial features and portion of hair above forehead. Backside barely decipherable, possibly showing grape vines.


Date: End of the 2nd – early decades of the 3rd century.

Published by Ivanišević and Nikolić-Djordjević 1997, fig. 32.

**Discovered in the upper infill layers of the ditch in Knez Mihailova St. and dated by the context of find.**
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Резиме

СНЕЖАНА НИКОЛИЋ, Археолошки институт, Београд
АНГЕЛИНА РАИЧКОВИЋ, Археолошки институт, Београд

ПРОСОПОМОРФНЕ ПОСУДЕ СА ПРОСТРАНА ГОРЊЕ МЕЗИЈЕ

Кључне речи: Просопоморфне посуде, Viminacium, Горња Мезија, II-III век нове ере.

Основна карактеристика просопоморфних посуда је приказан лих, односно црте лица – очи са обрамвама, нос и уста, а не ретко, брада, коса и уши. Током антике, просопоморфне посуде се јављају у дугом распону, од I до почетка V века, у скоро свим провинцијама Римског царства, а налажене су, како у логорима, насељима и на некрополама, тако и у самим гробовима. Ова необичајена група посуда јавља се у различитим облицима, технологијама изrade и величинама, али је, у односу на већину римских форми, заступљена знатно мањим бројем налаза. Обимну студију о „посудама са лицима“ објавила је G. Brailhaite. Обрадивши примерке из Италије и западних провинција Римског Царства од пре римског периода до IV века, због отежаних околности приликом прикупљања материјала, овим посудама се узимају у обзир, због свог облика људске главе, тзв. „haed-pots“, само у случају да је лице израдено у витлу, или само у калупу, односно у двома посудама која њени примерци, издвајају се из друге групе.

Посуде рађене на витлу (кат. 1-30) представљене су највећим бројем, са преко 30 налаза. Рађене су у форми пехара различитих облика, али сличних димензијама, а црте лица су најчешће аплициране. Са изузетком неколико примерака који на делу посуде имају причини, али су највећим бројем, са преко 30 налаза. Рађене су од добро пречишћене глине, печене у црвеним тоновима, црвено бојене и глечере. Имајући у виду да до сада нису регистровани идентични примерци, издвајају се две посуде (кат. 31 и 32), за које је евидентно да су израђене у истом витлу, али скуко се у боји пећења, као и детаљима одређећи лика и косе. Према технологским карактеристикама сличне су налазима произведеним у домашној радионици за израду тера сигилате, док је, у односу на већину римских форми, потребно да је израђено у домашној радионици у којој је вероватно приказана коса. Порекло посуда са обликом људске главе је источномедитеранско, али је, у односу на већину римских форми, заступљено знатно мањим бројем налаза. Обимну студију о распрострањености и заступљености ових посуда на просторима Горње Мезије не одражава праву ситуацију.
логорима и цивилним насељима, упућују на њихову вишеструкост намена, мада она још увек није довољно разјашњена. Опште је прихваћено да су ликовне посуде давале заштитну улогу, било да се ради о заштити покојника или породице која их користи, њихове куће и имања.

Број посуда нађених на просторима некропола (најчешће је око 50% од укупног броја), потврђује њихову коришћење у погребним ритуалима. Слика налаза из Горње Мезије не разликују се у већој мери од оних у другим провинцијама. И овде је око 50% нађено на просторима некропола (на жртвеним површинама и у самом гробовима), а од десет посада из гробова, осам је из гробова са кремацијом. Имајући у виду да је број скелетних сахрања на Виминацијуму, скоро три пута већи од оних са кремацијом, очигледно је да је број посуда са ликом на њима значајно већи од оних у другим провинцијама. Судећи према технолошки карактеристикама, у овом периоду су израђиване у некој од виминацијумских радионица.

Мишљења смо да су у Виминацијуму, као значајном керамичком центру – у коме је откривен комплекс за израду керамичких посуда и опека, потврђена производња релјефно украшених посуда нађених у Горњој Мезији. Најстарији примерци просопоморфних посуда нађених у Горњој Мезији представљају увоз из северне Италије, доспео крајем I и почетком II века, а највише их потиче из културних хоризоната и гробова датованих од друге половине II до средине III века (једна посада нађена је у касноантичком хоризонту). Судећи према квалитету обраде посуда, још увек није довољно разјашњена.

За доношење конкретнијих закључака који се односе на производњу и друга питања везана за просопоморфне посуде из Горње Мезије, неопходна је детаљна обрада керамичког материјала са свих истражених налазишта на нашем простору. Познато нам је да их нема међу до сада обрађеним керамиком из Naisus (ископавања у оквиру Нишке тврђаве), као ни на Медијани (Ниш), а на основу информација добијених после детаљне обраде керамике није их било ни на налазиштима Horeum Margi (Ћуприја), Castra Novaе (Чезава), Smorna (Бољетин), Transderna (Текија) и Салдум. Мишелме, без обзира на то што ова врста посуда није израђивана у великом броју, мало је вероватно да их на другим античким локалитетима није било.
Plate I - Viminacium: 1–4 (drawing D. Rogić), scale 1:2

Таблица I - Viminacium: 1–4; (цртежи: Д. Рогић) R 1:2
Plate II - Viminacium: 5–10 (drawing D. Rogić), scale 1:2

Табла II - Viminacium: 5–10; (цртежи: Д. Рогић) R 1:2
Plate III - Azanja: 11; Viminacium: 12–13 (drawing D. Rogić), scale 1:2
Табла III - Азања: 11; Viminacium: 12–13; (цртежи: Д. Рогић), R 1:2
Plate IV - Viminacium: 14–17 and 19; Diana: 18 (drawing D. Rogić), scale 1:2
Таблица IV - Viminacium: 14–17, 19; Diana: 18; (цртежи: Д. Рогић) R 1:2
Plate V - Viminacium: 20–27 (drawing D. Rogić); Ulpiana: 28–30 (drawing Lj. Ivezić), scale 1:2

Таблица V - Viminacium: 20–27 (цртежи: Д. Рогић), Ulpiana: 28–30; (цртеж: Љ. Ивезић) R 1:2
Plat IV - Viminacium: 31–35 (drawing D. Rogić); Singidunum: 36 (drawing M. Ristić), scale 1:2
Таблица VI - Viminacium: 31–35 (цртежи: Д. Рогић), Singidunum: 36; (цртеж: М. Ристић) R 1:2